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Host AGM_Erryn says:
MISSION SUMMARY:
Host AGM_Erryn says:
The Pendragon is being towed to the Kli'c homeworld at warp 5 by two Kli'c warships.
Host AGM_Erryn says:
The Pendragon is in dire need of repair, and its crew in dire need of medical attention.
Host AGM_Erryn says:
The Korvith have just faded out of sensor range, and do not seem to be pursuing.
Host AGM_Erryn says:
ETA to Kli'c homeworld: 3 hours, 17 minutes.
Host AGM_Erryn says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<Begin Mission>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
OPS_Praught says:
::On the bridge going over power allocation and monitoring repair crews::
EO_Dictori says:
::Is trying to keep systems stable::
CMO_Daetalus says:
:: Is running around trying to fix as many crewman as possible while still maintaining his cool::
CSO_Gunther says:
::in the science lab, glad to be there instead of in command::
CNS_Merced says:
::standing in at TO, while those trained in damage control continue to help out in the repair efforts::
XO_Zax says:
::looking grimly out of the viewscreen::
FCO_Berk says:
::Sits in his chair, mumbling and grumbling about having to be towed.  Winces in pain.:: Self: This isn't good. ::Grabs his arm and rubs it.::
XO_Zax says:
::looks at the FCO:: FCO: Problem, Lt?
FCO_Berk says:
::Sighs slightly and turns to the XO.:: XO: No sir.  No...
CNS_Merced says:
::with little to watch tactically, he takes the time to observe crew interactions on the bridge::
XO_Zax says:
::smiles sympathetically:: FCO: Perhaps you'd like to help out elsewhere?
CSO_Gunther says:
::shakes his head at the tangle mess of debris from his earlier experiments::
FCO_Berk says:
::Checks his systems again.:: XO: Sir... I believe they could use some of my experiance down in Engineering sir.  Would it be okay for me to head down to ME?
XO_Zax says:
CNS: Any signs of the Korvith fleet, Lt?
OPS_Praught says:
::Notices progress lagging on Deck 6 and sends her only free team to help::
CMO_Daetalus says:
:: is finishing setting a series of broken bones, lacerations, and concussions with the aid if a well trained med staff::
EO_Dictori says:
::Feels a little out of place, isn't used to dealing with all the stress...::
CNS_Merced says:
::briefly reviews the scans::  XO:  No signs of pursuit at this time.
XO_Zax says:
::nods:: FCO: Please do, Lt. ..and get that arm checked out as soon as possible.
FCO_Berk says:
::Taps a few button on his console and turns back to the XO.:: XO: Aye, sir.  It will hold out long enough, sir. ::Gets up and heads to the TL.::
CSO_Gunther says:
::stoops to a pile of transparent hydrocarbous compounds and begins scooping the debris into biohazard containers::
XO_Zax says:
*CSO*: How are the repairs in your department coming along, Lt. Gunther?
FCO_Berk says:
*EO*: I'm on my way down to help you sir.  ::Enters TL::
EO_Dictori says:
*FCO*: Aye...we need all the help we can.....
FCO_Berk says:
TL: Main Engineering. ::Rubs his arm a bit more.::
CSO_Gunther says:
*XO*: It's a mess, but everything important seems intact.
FCO_Berk says:
::Exits the TL and enters ME, looks around for the EO.::
EO_Dictori says:
::Takes out a second Padd and transfers all emergency repairs on there...and hands them to the FCO when he enters ME::
XO_Zax says:
OPS: Continue to scan the COMM signals of the Kli'c, please.
CMO_Daetalus says:
:: sends his report, supply usage, and injury reports to the XO::
OPS_Praught says:
XO: Aye, Ma'am.
EO_Dictori says:
FCO: Here...these are the most immediate cases needed to be taken care of....
FCO_Berk says:
::Sees the EO and takes the PADD and looks it over.:: EO: Aye sir.  ::Stands there for a few more moments looking over the data.::
OPS_Praught says:
::Pulls up the screen with the COMM signals and  begins a routine monitoring and programs it to beep at her if it finds anything::
SO_Fifi says:
::reporting to Gunther::
EO_Dictori says:
FCO: If you need a hand.....take any engineers you can find that aren't already doing something....
SO_Fifi says:
CSO: yes sir
FCO_Berk says:
::Closes his eyes and concentrates on his past experiances as an Engineer.:: EO: Aye sir.  ::Chuckels a bit.:: I was just trying to remember how to do some of this stuff.  It's been a while.
FCO_Berk says:
::Sighs hard.:: Self: Hull breaches!  ::Shakes his head.::
CSO_Gunther says:
::decides to let another one of the SO's finish cleaning that up...it wasn't really HIS experiment anyway::
EO_Dictori says:
FCO: Well....good luck...and if you need a hand I'll see what I can do...
SO_Fifi says:
::Starts to clean up science lab::
FCO_Berk says:
EO: Is this the list of things you want me to take care of?  Or is it just a listing? ::Taps away at the PADD.::
XO_Zax says:
*CMO*: Doctor? How is the captain coming along?
EO_Dictori says:
::continues working on clearing up the debris around the generator::
OPS_Praught says:
::sighs at the lack of progress.  Reroutes any extra power to the shields::
EO_Dictori says:
FCO: Listing....
CSO_Gunther says:
::grabs a PADD and starts to catch up on a little reading about quantum string vibration frequencies::
XO_Zax says:
CNS: any insight to ow we should approach the Kli'c?
CNS_Merced says:
<MO>  He is still under observation, Sir.  We will let you know as soon as his condition changes.
EO_Dictori says:
::Finally disengages the generator.....and starts working on geting the plasma flow responding again...::
SO_Fifi says:
::still works on cleening sciens lab::
FCO_Berk says:
::Orders his flight control teams to gather together just outside of ME so they can start to take care of the hull breaches.:: EO: What are you taking care of?  I  was thinking of taking my.. ::Laughs a bit.:: Flight Control teams to handle some of these hull breaches in the aft sections of the ship..  Does that sound okay with you?
Host Klic_Dalc says:
@::frowns at the organic-style display::
XO_Zax says:
::looks around the bridge and sighs::
CNS_Merced says:
::thinks on it a bit::  XO:  From what I have been told of them, they appear to be rather forthright, and honest, above all.  I would aproach them in a direct manner, without deciet, and I am sure they have little tolerance for that.
EO_Dictori says:
FCO: sounds great....
XO_Zax says:
::nods:: CNS: Please continue.
OPS_Praught says:
::rests her elbows on her console shutting out her headache::
XO_Zax says:
::frowns at the Operations Officer:: Problem, Lt?
CNS_Merced says:
XO:  From what I know of our previous contact with them, and what I have seen so far, it appears that they are willing to look past our previous transgressions, and we should allow them to, not bringing it up unless they do so first.
CNS_Merced says:
XO:  This may be a chance to build a new relationship with them, a fresh start, as it were.
FCO_Berk says:
::Sighs and then looks up to the EO.::  EO: We'll do the best we can sir.  ::Walks to a tool locker and starts grabbing Engineering Toolkits.:: I'll give you progress reports sir.  ::Motions his Flight control teams to start grabbing toolkits and then walks to another locker and grabs a few EVA Suits and hands those out too.::
Host Klic_Dalc says:
@COM: Kli'c Klak: I am getting an unusual reading 2Mkm ahead. High carbon content. I'll pull ahead and investigate.
EO_Dictori says:
::restores primary power...lets it slowly recharge:: *XO*: Sir, We've got primary power back online.
SO_Fifi says:
EO:done cleaning sir
OPS_Praught says:
::Raises her head and removes her elbows from her console:: XO: No, Sir.
CSO_Gunther says:
::makes a note of the observed differences in frequency near intense gravity wells, with interest::
CMO_Daetalus says:
:: has sent the rest of the crewmen out:: *XO*: He will recover.
SO_Fifi says:
::goes to station::
Host Klic_Dalc says:
ACTION: The hum of main power returning courses through the ship....then abruptly stops with small showers of sparks all over the ship.
FCO_Berk says:
::Gathers his teams together and heads to the TL.:: FC Teams: Run a level 3 diagnostic on all of your EVA Suits. ::Runs a level 3 on his and watches the read outs.::
XO_Zax says:
*EO*: Good job, Lt. Thank you. Any estimate on the other repairs?
CMO_Daetalus says:
:: is nearly blinded by the sparks::
Host Klic_Dalc says:
@COM: Pendragon: We have detected a sensor anomoly at extreme sensor range, on our current course. Our vessel will investigate.
CNS_Merced says:
::steps away from the console, avoiding the spark shower from beneath it::
CMO_Daetalus says:
*Engineering*: What just happened?
FCO_Berk says:
::Motions his Teams into the TL and heads to the Aft sections of the ship.::
EO_Dictori says:
*XO*: Ah...sir....our not exploding seems to be....in the range of absolute possiblity.
OPS_Praught says:
XO: We have a message.  I'll put it on Audio
OPS_Praught says:
::Diverts the message to bridge audio::
XO_Zax says:
::grins:: *EO*: I'm glad to hear that, Lt.
XO_Zax says:
::turns her head quickly:: OPS: Thank you.
Host Klic_Dalc says:
@::disengages the tractor beam on the Pendragon, and moves ahead at warp 8::
SO_Fifi says:
CSO:Sir what should I do?
CNS_Merced says:
::returns to the station, working again from battery power, listening to the message, and trying to get information on the new object::
FCO_Berk says:
::Feels a slight shudder.:: ALL: This will be a bit dangerious.  So take great care!
CSO_Gunther says:
SO: Hmmmm...?  ::looks up from his reading:: Oh. Have you finished those genetic resequencing reports?
XO_Zax says:
COMM:Kli'c: Affirmative. We'll await your results.
Host Klic_Dalc says:
ACTION: With only one ship to tow the Pendragon, both of the remaining vessels slow to warp 2.5.
SO_Fifi says:
CSO:sorry sir i havent
EO_Dictori says:
::looks at the next item...jumps up a hatch...and climbs from behind the CO's chair::
CNS_Merced says:
::frustrated at the lak of any information on the object reported by the ships towing them, David grumbles at the console::
CSO_Gunther says:
::nods:: SO: I'm not suprised, with everything's that's happened lately. ::looks around a bit:: Things seem under control here. Go ahead and finish them.
FCO_Berk says:
::Starts to make temporary repairs to some of the hull breaches.::
SO_Fifi says:
::starts to work on genetic resequencings::
XO_Zax says:
*CSO*: We'll need you or the SO on the bridge to initiate long range scans of an apparent anomaly.
EO_Dictori says:
::enters the bridge...looks around....moves towards the flight console::
SO_Fifi says:
::starts to work on genetic resequencings::
CSO_Gunther says:
::perks up at the word "anomaly"...but decides he's seen enough of the bridge for now:: *CSO*: Understood. I'll send up SO Fifi. ::looks at the SO as she repeatedly starts working::
FCO_Berk says:
::With great care and coordination he and his teams start making more repairs to the hull breaches.::
CMO_Daetalus says:
:: is finishing replacing the equipment::
CSO_Gunther says:
SO: You heard her. Go on up to the bridge and run that sensor scan.
OPS_Praught says:
::Checks the com chanels out again......looking for anything suspicious::
EO_Dictori says:
::Takes out his decoupler...takes off the panel....and sticks his body halfway into the panel reaching down for the deto chip::
SO_Fifi says:
CSO:Yes sir.
CSO_Gunther says:
::goes back to his reading, not quite ready to get so close to the weapons controls again::
SO_Fifi says:
::runs to bridge::
OPS_Praught says:
::Leans back in her chair crossing her legs and trying not to let the headache get to her::
XO_Zax says:
CNS: I want you to start running level three diagnostics of all functional defensive systems, Lt.
FCO_Berk says:
*EO*: I've completed temporary repairs to most of the hull breaches.  Looks like I still have a few more left.  They should hold out a while sir.
SO_Fifi says:
::gets to bridge::
CNS_Merced says:
XO:  Aye sir.
XO_Zax says:
::looks up as the SO enters the bridge::
EO_Dictori says:
::Mumbles:: *FCO*: Good to hear....can't get to the others..eh?
FCO_Berk says:
::Tries to rub his arm again but forgot that he's wearing an EVA Suit, laughs a bit.::
SO_Fifi says:
::starts to run scans::
CNS_Merced says:
XO:  Sir.  The Klic ship is returning.
CNS_Merced says:
::makes ready to put it on screen::
XO_Zax says:
SO: There will be information on your panel pertaining to a possible anomaly, please see what you can make of it, Ensign.
FCO_Berk says:
*EO*: All except for a couple sir.  Those will have to be repaired from outside the ship. ::Taps at the console on his wrist.::
EO_Dictori says:
::Repairs the chip....and pulls himself out:: All: could someone give me a hand...I appear to be stuck.
SO_Fifi says:
XO:yes sir
CNS_Merced says:
::runs diagnostic on the few working weapons arrays::
SO_Fifi says:
::starts to read scans::
XO_Zax says:
::frowns at the CNS::
XO_Zax says:
CNS: Already? ::musingly::
EO_Dictori says:
*FCO*: Aye...well if you feel up to any more...there's lots too do.....
FCO_Berk says:
::Gets notified by some of his team that they have finished their part of the repairs.  Tells them to take a little break.::
OPS_Praught says:
::Her console beeps and she changes screens to the COMM screen::  XO: Sir, I am noticing transmissions being received by Dalc's ship, but he is not responding.
EO_Dictori says:
Bridge: hello....is anyone out there....I just need a little tug..and I'll be fine....
FCO_Berk says:
:: Chuckles a bit.:: *EO*: We've just finished what we can sir.  Just tell me what you would like me to help with sir.
XO_Zax says:
OPS: Can you intercept the transmission?
CNS_Merced says:
::smiling::  XO:  That's what it appears, sir.  On screen?
CMO_Daetalus says:
*EO*: What is going on???
FCO_Berk says:
::Motions his teams towards the TL and enters after them.::
Host Klic_Dalc says:
ACTION: Dalc's ship falls into position, still radio-silent.
SO_Fifi says:
XO:The anomoly is 49% carbon, 17% hyrogen, and other elements, sir.
OPS_Praught says:
::Tries to intercept the COM and play it back over the Pen's bridge speaker::
XO_Zax says:
CNS: Not yet.
CSO_Gunther says:
::makes another note...good for a research paper::
XO_Zax says:
SO: Can you identify?
XO_Zax says:
::is getting worried::
EO_Dictori says:
*CMO*: If you must know...I am stuck in a panel...and no one is noticing.....
XO_Zax says:
*EO*: Report please.
CNS_Merced says:
::nodding::  *EO* Tactical to Engineering.
SO_Fifi says:
XO: I will try sir.
FCO_Berk says:
::After all his team in safely in the TL.:: TL: Main Engineering. ::Motions his team that its okay to take off their EVA Suits and takes his off.::
XO_Zax says:
OPS: Attempt to contact the Kli'c ship.
CMO_Daetalus says:
:: is shocked::*EO*:  Why don't you use your comm and get help?
EO_Dictori says:
*XO*: All repairs are going well....enough....
EO_Dictori says:
*CMO*: Well...I don't know...that's a good question
OPS_Praught says:
XO: Sir, I'm receiving a text-only message from Dalc.  Sending to your chair.  Would you still like me to hail him?
EO_Dictori says:
*OPS*: Emergency transport to bridge
FCO_Berk says:
::Exits the TL and enters ME with his team and puts away their EVA suits.  Then tells them to hold on to their toolkits because they'll probably need them.::
CMO_Daetalus says:
*EO*: Hold on
OPS_Praught says:
*EO*: Begining trasnport. ::Beams the EO to the bridge::
EO_Dictori says:
::Feels much better..:: OPS: thank you....I got in a tight situation....
CMO_Daetalus says:
:: Starts going over the " Things to do list" ::
FCO_Berk says:
::Orders some of his team to start helping with the repairs with the Engineering teams.::
OPS_Praught says:
EO: Not a problem.  Glad I could help.  ::Smiles slightly::
XO_Zax says:
::nods at OPS:: Please try.
CNS_Merced says:
::redirects a damage control team to the launcher on the 'working' forward torpedo tube to assist the engineering crew already working there::
FCO_Berk says:
*EO*: What would you  like me to take care of sir?  I was an Engineer a while back, so I can handle almost anything sir.
CSO_Gunther says:
::sets the PADD down and stands, stretching::
EO_Dictori says:
::walks around the bridge...and starts to repair the deactivated panels::
EO_Dictori says:
*FCO*: Well....the main thing is to watch the shielding...and make sure the hull breaches are not expanding....other than that....there is a generator that needs fixing....
OPS_Praught says:
::sends the following message to the XO's chair.  "We have encountered an anomoly.  Some of it's material actually went through the hull without damage.  We haven't been able to speak since."::
SO_Fifi says:
XO: I will try, sir. ::giggles::
XO_Zax says:
::frowns::
OPS_Praught says:
XO: I don't know that hailing them will do any good, Sir, according to the message I sent to your chair.  Would you still like me to try?
FCO_Berk says:
*EO*: I'll head to the shield generators sir.  If thats okay with you?
XO_Zax says:
SO: Scan that ship immdeiately.
XO_Zax says:
OPS: Belay that order for now.
OPS_Praught says:
XO: Aye, Sir.
XO_Zax says:
CNS: Results of the diagnostics?
FCO_Berk says:
::Gathers his teams and heads to the TL and enters when one arrives.::
SO_Fifi says:
XO: Yes, sir.
EO_Dictori says:
*FCO*: Make yourself at home....do what ever you can to help along repairs....the main padd with all the problems are in the CEO's office...which should be unlocked....
FCO_Berk says:
TL: Main shield generator room. ::Looks over his toolkit.::
SO_Fifi says:
::starts to scan ship::
XO_Zax says:
::sighs and wishes Luna was here::
OPS_Praught says:
XO: I'm getting a message for a course change.  ::Sends the message to the CONN and the XO::
OPS_Praught says:
FCO: You are getting the new heading at the Conn as well.
FCO_Berk says:
*EO* Aye sir.
Host Klic_Dalc says:
ACTION: The second ship restores its tractor beam, and together the three ships make a 3 degree course change to avoid the anomaly.
XO_Zax says:
::looks up sharply::
CNS_Merced says:
::frowning at the display::  XO:  Only a single forward torpedo tube, and phaser array functioning right now, Sir.  May I request a redirect of engineering personnel to work on repairing more of our weapons?
EO_Dictori says:
::wonders why the OPS doesn't realize the FCO hasn't been on the bridge in quite a while::
XO_Zax says:
CNS: That might be wise at this point, please do.
CNS_Merced says:
::notices the course change and wonders briefly::
CSO_Gunther says:
::steps outside of the office, having decided to walk a lap around the deck::
OPS_Praught says:
::Looks up as she speaks to the FCO and blushes........thinks it's gotta be the headache::
FCO_Berk says:
::Exits the TL and enters the Shield Generator room. Pulls out his tricorder and scans the Shield Generators.::
CNS_Merced says:
::looks over to the EO:  EO: Can you direct some of your people to work on the non-functioning torpedo tube, and a rear phaser array, at least, to complete our tactical coverage?
EO_Dictori says:
CNS: I would except for a few problems.....
CMO_Daetalus says:
:: walks around sickbay aimlessly::
CMO_Daetalus says:
:: Checks the CO::
FCO_Berk says:
::Sighs softly to himself.:: Self: Geez..   This one is dead.  ::Orders his teams to start removing some damaged parts of the shield generator number 4.::
CNS_Merced says:
EO:  Such as?  ::distracted by a new light on his console::
EO_Dictori says:
CNS: the main one being that we don't have enough power to shoot any of the weapons.....
CNS_Merced says:
XO:  Sir, the anomaly is now on our sensors.
Host Klic_Dalc says:
ACTION: The Kli'c ships make another 3 degree adjustment.
FCO_Berk says:
::Plans out his the repairs to shield generator #4 as his teams work frantically to get the system back online.::
EO_Dictori says:
CNS: Unless you would like to have the forcefields around the breeches colapse....and this ship to become a great weapon....
XO_Zax says:
::looks up::
XO_Zax says:
SO: I need to know if that anomoly is harmful. ASAP.
OPS_Praught says:
XO: Sir, I'm noticing an adjustment in the Kli'c's course again, Ma'am
SO_Fifi says:
::starts to scan ship::
CNS_Merced says:
::frowns at the EO:: EO:  ::sweetly::  Then I guess I shouldn't distract you any further from your work of restoring power.
XO_Zax says:
::frowning:: *CSO*: Please report to the bridge.
FCO_Berk says:
::Orders half of his teams to go and get the necessary parts for the shield generator.:: FC Tom:  Make sure that the parts are with in Starfleet Specifications!  I don't want to install parts that wont work! ::Goes to assist the others.::
Host Klic_Dalc says:
ACTION: Main power kicks on yet again...and this time stays on.
CNS_Merced says:
::eyes the EO::  EO:  Do we have power now?
EO_Dictori says:
CNS: I'm sorry....but....wow....we have power....
CSO_Gunther says:
::frowns and sighs:: *XO*: On my way. ::walks straight on into the lift::
CNS_Merced says:
::fleeting amused smile::  EO:  Now about that repair request...
FCO_Berk says:
*EO*: Were starting work on Shield Generator #4 sir.  ::Taps at his PADD.:: It might take a while because of the calibration time.  I'll report back when were done.
EO_Dictori says:
CNS: Are we expecting another attack?
XO_Zax says:
SO: I need that inforamtion.
SO_Fifi says:
CSO: Sir, what should I do?
CSO_Gunther says:
::exits the TL:: XO: Reporting, sir.
CNS_Merced says:
::level look at the EO::  EO:  A good tactical officer ALWAYS expects another attack.
XO_Zax says:
CSO: We have an unusual anomolie ahead. The SO can fill you in.
FCO_Berk says:
::Motions his people that have come back with the necessary parts towards the shield generators, telling them to set them down and to remove the badly damaged parts of the shield generators.::
XO_Zax says:
CSO: We need to know if we are in any danger.
CMO_Daetalus says:
:: sees that the CO is in optimal condition considering::
Host Klic_Klac says:
@COM Pendragon: The anomaly is matching our course changes. Recommend your raise shields also.
XO_Zax says:
::sighs and frowns::
CSO_Gunther says:
::nods, then looks to the SO for background information::
XO_Zax says:
CNS: Do we have any shields?
FCO_Berk says:
:Starts repairs to shield generator #4.::
Host Klic_Klac says:
ACTION: Both of the Kli'c ships raise their shields.
EO_Dictori says:
CNS: Well if you can find any engineers not doing anything.....::smiles deeply:: then you have my authorization to order them what to do...but as far as I know...we are overworked....and understaffed...
CNS_Merced says:
::prepares to raise shields, happy that we seem to have power, but wondering if the generators will hold::
XO_Zax says:
Comm:Kli'c: We're working on it.
SO_Fifi says:
::waits for Gunther::
CNS_Merced says:
::eyeing the XO meaningfully:: EO: I think my request has just gained some priority.  Can you please?
OPS_Praught says:
XO: Message on Audio from Klak's ship
FCO_Berk says:
::Frantically starts calibration simulations on shield generator #4.:: Self: Got to get these online as soon as possible!
XO_Zax says:
OPS: Put it on.
CMO_Daetalus says:
:: applies treatment to the criticaly wounded crewman from the previous battle::
OPS_Praught says:
::Puts the message on bridge audio::
OPS_Praught says:
XO: On audio, Sir.
XO_Zax says:
All: We need those shields, folks!
CNS_Merced says:
XO: We have all but aft shields, Sir.
CSO_Gunther says:
::gives up waiting for the SO's explanation and tromps over to the science station, immediately noticing the anomaly::
XO_Zax says:
All: Yellow alert.
EO_Dictori says:
::Sends a few engineers to work towards the aft shields:: XO: we're not in a condition to fight......
FCO_Berk says:
::Orders one of his team members to adjust the shields frequency generator a little bit more.  Sighs heavilly as he sees Yellow Alert.::
Host Klic_Klak says:
ACTION: The Kli'c ships increase to warp 9. Apparently, they plan to go through the anomaly as quickly as possible.
XO_Zax says:
EO: Obviously. Right now w're just looking for safety, Lt.
OPS_Praught says:
::Takes the ship to yellow alert::  XO: Aft shields are still out.
FCO_Berk says:
::Makes another adjust ment to the shield generator.:: Self: Almost done.
CMO_Daetalus says:
:: sees Yellow alert:: Self: not again
XO_Zax says:
EO: Get those shiled online!
FCO_Berk says:
*EO*: Try the aft sheilds sir!
CSO_Gunther says:
XO: Sir...I think it...it's alive.
XO_Zax says:
<shields>
CNS_Merced says:
::raises wat shields they have, and begins making ready to charge their single phaser and torpedo::
EO_Dictori says:
XO: Aye....well...I can give you 20% to aft....but thats keeping the other shields to no more than 70%
CNS_Merced says:
<what>
FCO_Berk says:
::Makes final adjustments to the #4 shield generator.::
XO_Zax says:
EO: It's better than nothing. Make it so.
EO_Dictori says:
XO: Already done.....
XO_Zax says:
OPS: Reroute as much power as possible to shileds.
Host Klic_Klak says:
ACTION: The green, gelatinous (yet gaseous) anomaly appears on the viewscreen. All three ships are closing quickly.
OPS_Praught says:
XO: Doing so now. ::Rerouting unnesessary power to shields::
EO_Dictori says:
::Reroutes all power from replicators <except engineering ones> to shields ::
Host Klic_Klak says:
ACTION: The hastily repaired fragments of the #4 generator explode.
CMO_Daetalus says:
*XO*: What is happening?
CNS_Merced says:
::eyes the anomaly on screen, wishing he had that peculiar ability of many a telepathic counselor in telling whether something is alive and/or intelligent::
CSO_Gunther says:
::feels a small shudder in the deck::
XO_Zax says:
*FCO*: We need you on the bridge.
XO: We've got problems....we don't need this.....::opens a hatch...and glides down it towards Generator 4::
FCO_Berk says:
::Is engulfed by flames and pushes his team members out the room, as a few try to control the fires.::
CNS_Merced says:
::watches as the aft shield goes down hard::  XO:  Aft shields down, Sir.
CMO_Daetalus says:
:: feels the ship shutter::
Host Klic_Klak says:
ACTION: Miraculously, the fire-suppressant system works, and the fire is quickly extinguished.
SO_Fifi says:
::waits for Gunther::
CNS_Merced says:
::sees the fire alert in the shield generator room for the aft shield go out::
XO_Zax says:
::curses under her breath:: OPS: Apprise the Kli'c of our situation, we may not be able to make it through safely.
CSO_Gunther says:
SELF: It's remarkably similar to a neural gel pack....
EO_Dictori says:
::enters the generator room....smiles that the fire is out......starts to pull injured out:: *CMO*: We've got wounded...stat
OPS_Praught says:
XO: Aye, Sir.
CNS_Merced says:
XO:  Sir, shall I charge weapons?
Host Klic_Klak says:
ACTION: All three ships pass through the anomaly in an instant.
OPS_Praught says:
::Opens hailing frequencies with Kli'c and lets him know the situation::
XO_Zax says:
CSO: Appraisel of the anomoly?
FCO_Berk says:
::Looks around at the mess and sakes his head.::
CMO_Daetalus says:
*EO*: Understood  Alpha team: Alpha team with me.
CMO_Daetalus says:
:: exits sickbay::
XO_Zax says:
::looks around:: All: Staus report!
OPS_Praught says:
::Blinks:: XO: We are through, Sir.
CSO_Gunther says:
XO: It seems to be simple organic compounds. But I detected a series of electrochemical pulses.
EO_Dictori says:
::breaks out the few medkits...and tries his best to help the wounded along with a few other engineers....::
XO_Zax says:
CSO: Alive?
Host Klic_Klak says:
ACTION: The Pendragon seems utterly unharmed by the anomaly.
CNS_Merced says:
XO:  ::recieving diagnostics reports::  Nothing unusual to report Sir.
XO_Zax says:
::is waiting impatiently for the reports::
CSO_Gunther says:
XO: Quite possibly. Interesting... ::runs a few organic algorithms on the sensor data::
OPS_Praught says:
XO: We are in the same status now as we were before we entered the anomoly::
Host Klic_Klak says:
ACTION: The crew working near the #4 shield generator suddenly find themselves unable to speak.
CMO_Daetalus says:
:: himself and Alpha team arrive in the generator room::
EO_Dictori says:
::goes to yell for the doctor......but no sounds eminate::
XO_Zax says:
CSO: Fill me in as soon as you know something.
XO_Zax says:
::is getting that feeling::
Host Klic_Klak says:
ACTION: The epidemic of silence spreads quickly, through the decks, and hits sickbay....
FCO_Berk says:
::Starts helping with the wounded.::
CMO_Daetalus says:
:: proceeds to remove the wounded back to sickbay, stablizing the critically wounded::
CSO_Gunther says:
::nods:: XO: Underst..... ::is muted suddenly::
Host Klic_Klak says:
ACTION: The entire crew has been mysteriously rendered mute.
CNS_Merced says:
::looks over at the CSO as he cuts off suddenly::
CNS_Merced says:
XO: ...
XO_Zax says:
::begins to speak and is stunned::
CSO_Gunther says:
::looks confused::
EO_Dictori says:
::looks around...trying to help.....but can't.....without words is limited to pointing....and typing on his padd general orders::
OPS_Praught says:
::Looks up hearing the silence.  Goes to ask what happened and can't::
CNS_Merced says:
::knows he should be making sounds right now, but is unsure why::
XO_Zax says:
::motions for the OPS officer to give her a PADD::
OPS_Praught says:
::Hands the XO a Padd::
EO_Dictori says:
::enters up the shaft towards the bridge in hope that its not effecting the entire ship...::
CMO_Daetalus says:
:: continues his work event thought he cant talk, attempts telepathic communication::
CNS_Merced says:
::starts checking the damaged reports for any other instances of this phenomena::
CMO_Daetalus says:
~~~~Anyone: Can anyone hear my thoughts?~~~~
Host Klic_Klak says:
ACTION: Telepathic individuals are shocked to discover their telepathy is also "muted".
EO_Dictori says:
::enters the bridge to the silence....and....just slumps to his knees::
CMO_Daetalus says:
:: feels naked although fully dressed::
OPS_Praught says:
::heads over to the EO::
XO_Zax says:
::quickly inputs orders for the EO to transfer the computer over to text messaging::
EO_Dictori says:
::grabs at his hair and tugs....::
FCO_Berk says:
::Looks over the #4 shield generator and thinks it was all his fault and exits.::
CSO_Gunther says:
::switches over to internal sensors, frowning harshly::
EO_Dictori says:
::tries to yell....and can't.....::
OPS_Praught says:
::Sees his expression and leans away from him briefly::
Host Klic_Klak says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<Pause Mission>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>


